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The only collaboration between the two brightest lights of
the Harlem Renaissance—Zora Neale Hurston and
Langston Hughes In 1930, two giants of African
American literature joined forces to create a lively,
insightful, often wildly farcical look inside a rural
Southern black community—the three-act play Mule
Bone. In this hilarious story, Jim and Dave are a
struggling song-and-dance team, and when a woman
comes between them, chaos ensues in their tiny Florida
hometown. This extraordinary theatrical work broke new
ground while triggering a bitter controversy between the
collaborators that kept it out of the public eye for sixty
years. This edition of the rarely seen stage classic
features Hurston's original short story, "The Bone of
Contention," as well as the complete recounting of the
acrimonious literary dispute that prevented Mule Bone
from being produced or published until decades after the
authors' deaths.
Beyond the BreakwaterBold Strokes Books Inc
Socialite Elizabeth Carlton impulsively joins the
Women’s Army Corps to escape love’s
disappointments and her father’s attempts to control her
life. Still, she has never been one to accept discipline
imposed by others—not even someone as intriguing as
her new sergeant. Sergeant Gale Rains is accustomed
to challenges, but she’s never had a recruit quite like
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this one. Rains surrendered much of her Sioux heritage
to the Army to escape the hardships and pain of her
youth. Now a drill instructor, her calm, steady manner
and firm hand have molded women from all walks of life
into WACs. But not one of them has ever touched her.
Why should this spoiled party girl be any different? With
the whole world at war, victory is never certain as two
women wage their own battles of will and desire.
Sex and skateboards and surfing on the California coast.
What more could anyone want? Alden McKenna has
spent her entire life not growing up. Being an adult is
tedious, not to mention totally boring. And requires less
skateboarding. So why bother? Moving to a small beach
town seems like an awesome idea. The skateboarding is
good, the sun is always shining, and no one moves very
fast. She even meets a hot chick like five minutes after
moving there. Life is good. Except young Weston Duvall
has already grown up and her reasons for doing so
surprise Alden even more because she didn't see them
coming. Weston can't trust Alden, and Alden isn't sure
she wants to be trusted. So why can't they seem to stay
away from each other?
From Newbery Honor author Jacqueline Kelly comes
Who Gives a Hoot?, the third title in her illustrated
chapter book series for younger readers featuring the
beloved characters from The Evolution of Calpurnia
Tate. Out in their boat exploring the San Marcos River,
Callie and Granddaddy see all kinds of nature—fish,
mockingbirds, ammonites, and more. But when Callie
spots an owl in the water, she knows it's in trouble. With
quick thinking and quick action, she and Granddaddy
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bring the bird aboard—but will they be able to save its
life?
Alfred Hitchcock called the silent "the purest form of
cinema," and the ten silent films he directed between
1925 and 1929 reveal the young director's mature
artistry. Hitchcock's silents have often been
characterized as the work of a talented amateur, a young
director practicing his craft during a pre-sound era of
antiquated instruments and poor film techniques--the
director experimented with myriad points of view, unique
camera angles and movements, and special effects such
as dissolves, blurriness, and violent cuts. These films,
however, contain the first appearances of some of his
greatest and most familiar techniques: the vertigoinducing crowd scene, the symbolic use of inanimate
objects, the manipulation of the audience's emotions,
and the self-conscious, often macabre wit. This work
discovers Hitchcock's early talent and skill through close
readings of the films from The Pleasure Garden to the
silent version of Blackmail, using shot-by-shot
descriptions and interpretations. Each film's chapter
includes technical information, a summary of the critical
response from the film's release to the present, and
detailed analysis of the camera techniques and themes
Hitchcock uses.
Amidst the backdrop of a nineteenth century English country
estate, two women struggle to find love--and the truth that
could either bind them together or tear them apart. Despite
the barriers of class and sensibity, Lady Bronte and her
groundskeeper Addison find first friendship and then
something far deeper on the sweeping estates of Markby.
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Amidst war abroad and upheaval at home, Reese Conlon and
Tory King face their gravest challenge to their life together.
Can love and passion survive the unforgiving storms of
change? In the continuing saga of the Provincetown Tales,
Reese Conlon’s obligations to family and country are put to
the test as war engulfs the Middle East, while her partner
Tory King must chose between her career and motherhood
when her family is disrupted. While friends and family struggle
with the fears and uncertainties of a world in strife, the small
seaside town is rocked by a series of crimes that suggest
newly arrived real estate entrepreneur, Ricarda Grechi, may
have connections to more than just the business world. State
Police Detective Carter Wayne intends to find out.
Poems consider Amelia Earhart, tea, photography, fiction,
nature, love, spring, death, music, and myth
A Pilgrim Returns to Cape Cod, which was originally
published in 1946, is an engrossing tale that chronicles
Edward Rowe Snow’s 235-mile trek through Cape Cod that
same year. Owing to its historic, maritime character and
ample beaches, Cape Cod, which extends into the Atlantic
Ocean from the southeastern corner of mainland
Massachusetts in northeastern USA, is a popular tourist
attraction particularly during the summer months. Filled with
information on the maritime history of this area, with the
author’s usual emphasis on the lighthouses, life-saving and
shipwrecks, this book provides a wealth of information on the
area. A wonderful read! Richly illustrated throughout with
photos.
From the Lambda Literary Award-winning author comes book
six in her Provincetown series.
E.g. from Curaçao: Sesarma (holometopus) ricordi (p. 309));
Aratus pisonii (p. 324); Plagusa depresa (p. 332); Cardisoma
guanhumi (p. 345); etc.
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Three women caught in a web of secrets and dark
desires— Rooke Tyler lives a solitary life in a small
town on the Hudson River, carving intricate
headstones in an exclusive cemetery for the county's
wealthy families. At night she pours her dreams and
desires into the figures she sculpts—waiting for the
woman she senses in the stone. Adrian Oakes
knows there are things in life that defy rational
explanation—she has spent her life avoiding casual
contact with others, because sometimes what she
feels draws her into a world of dangerous attractions
and dark desires. Melinda Singer, a beautiful
seductive art dealer, wants both women and will stop
at nothing to have them. When fate brings the three
together, passion and destiny ignite.
Reese Conlon’s much anticipated family leave is
only two weeks away, and nothing is going to stand
in the way of her being at her wife’s side for the
upcoming birth—not even the summer crowds in
Provincetown, a new rookie cop with a hero
complex, and a cruise ship at anchor in the harbor
with a reported outbreak of a mysterious illness.
Andy Champlain might be a rookie cop, but she was
raised by a family of cops, and she’s ready to take
on any challenge, if she only gets the chance. With a
disaster brewing in Provincetown Harbor, a journalist
who’ll do anything for a story, and sexy summer PA,
Laurel Winter, at the local clinic, she’s about to have
all the excitement she can handle. Before long,
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Reese, Tory, Laurel, and Andy are caught up in the
gathering storms of an epidemic that could threaten
all their lives.
In 1850, George Higby Throop, under the pen name
of Gregory Seaworthy, wrote a loosely fictional
memoir, under the guise of a novel, called Nag's
Head, or Two Months Among "The Bankers". A
Story of Sea-Shore Life and Manners. Throop was
an itinerant teacher who was living in Bertie County
at the time and teaching at a local plantation. In his
book he describes the life of a vacationer staying for
the summer months in Nags Head. It is a curious
slice of life from a different time, where people
escaped the still heat of the inland plains of North
Carolina to enjoy the cool summer breezes of the
coast. He tells of a life when Nag's Head was still
natural on the ocean side, and a vacation took an
entire season. Nag's Head shares the life of locals
and visitors on the sound side of the Outer Banks,
Roanoke Island, as well as vignettes into the world
around them at the time, when the big sailing ships
ruled the waters. Written in Throop's colorful and
dated language, he touches upon many places that
still exist today, only in a much different form. These
are some of the earliest descriptions of Jockey's
Ridge, Oregon Inlet, Nags Head Woods, and
Roanoke Island. Readers will find out so much about
how Nags Head has changed over the many
decades since the book was written. To aid the
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reader, citations and footnotes have been added.
Throop was partial to add quotes from Virgil's Aeneid
to the story, in Latin, without translation, which have
been translated in footnotes, and expounded upon
when necessary. Early photos of the vacation era
have been added to give a visual clue to the life on
the sound side for a Nags Head vacationer, and
maps of the locale show a vastly different seashore
than today.Readers who patiently read Nag's Head
will be rewarded with a new perspective on the
history of the Outer Banks, in a time before roads,
rental homes, beach houses, or even the Wright
Brothers. There is a history hidden in the sand that is
waiting to be uncovered in Nag's Head.
The fifth in the saga of the Provincetown Tales. The
winds of fortune are fickle guides…and happiness or
heartbreak may be the destination. For Provincetown
local Deo Camara, the only winds that have ever
blown her way have been cold and lonely, and she
doesn't expect things to improve when she is drawn
into a family crisis against her will. Despite a decade
of estrangement, however, Deo can't turn her back
on the call of blood, no matter how high the price in
heartache. Dr. Bonita Burgoyne is pleased with the
changes she's made in her life…she has a rewarding
new job and is looking forward to renovating the
historic sea captain's house she has just purchased.
She's content, and that's all she needs to be, or so
she thinks until she hires Deo to head up the
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renovations. They have nothing in common except a
shared legacy of betrayal by those they'd trusted the
most, and an impossible attraction they would both
prefer to ignore. Meanwhile, Bonita's new associate
Dr. Tory King and her partner, Reese Conlon, must
cero with the aftermath of the winds of war and the
approaching fury of a very real gathering storm.
In the midst of the Blizzard of 1978, the tanker
Global Hope floundered on the shoals in Salem
Sound off the Massachusetts coast. The Coast
Guard heard the Mayday calls and immediately
dispatched a patrol boat. Within an hour, the Coast
Guard boat was in as much trouble as the tanker,
having lost its radar, depth finder, and engine power
in horrendous seas. Pilot boat Captain Frank Quirk
was monitoring the Coast Guard's efforts by radio,
and when he heard that the patrol boat was in
jeopardy, he decided to act. Gathering his crew of
four, he readied his forty-nine-foot steel boat, the
Can Do, and entered the maelstrom of the blizzard.
Using dozens of interview and audiotapes that
recorded every word exchanged between Quirk and
the Coast Guard, Tougias has written a devastating,
true account of bravery and death at sea, in Ten
Hours Until Dawn.
Life gets complicated when love turns out to be
nothing like you expected - and the woman you want
is too close to touch. Gretchen Kaiser is a workaholic
corporate honcho with issues – she’s got daddy
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issues, she’s got female-executive-in-a-man’sworld issues, and she’s got one night stand issues.
What she doesn’t have are love issues. She isn’t
looking for it, she doesn’t feel she needs it, and she
doesn’t expect to find it…certainly not right under her
nose. Kylie O’Brien is the kind of girl who believes in
true love and is willing to wait until it shows up at her
door. Her best friend Mick would sweep her off her
feet given the chance, but Mick doesn’t make Kylie
feel the way true love should. And now Kylie has to
worry about her new boss – Gretchen Kaiser’s icy
reserve makes life as her administrative assistant a
challenge. It doesn’t matter one damn bit that
Gretchen is extremely attractive with a voice as rich
and smooth as melted chocolate. It absolutely
doesn’t…
A riveting true account of a rescue at sea from Michael J.
Tougias, the author of the New York Times bestseller The
Finest Hours. In the midst of the Blizzard of 1978, the tanker
Global Hope floundered on the shoals in Salem Sound off the
Massachusetts coast. When the Coast Guard heard the
Mayday calls, they immediately dispatched a patrol rescue
boat. But within an hour, the Coast Guard rescue boat was in
as much trouble as the tanker—both paralyzed in unrelenting
seas. Enter Captain Frank Quirk who was compelled to act.
Gathering his crew of four, Quirk plunged his forty-nine-foot
steel boat, the Can Do, into the blizzard. Perfect for fans of
the I Survived series ready for a longer form account, this
middle-grade adaptation of an adult nonfiction book
chronicles the harrowing journey between Captain Quirk and
the Coast Guard as they struggled in the holds of a radical
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storm. It's an epic tale of heroism and bravery at sea. Christy
Ottaviano Books New York Times bestselling author Michael
J. Tougias adapts his histories of real life stories for young
readers in his True Rescue Series, capturing the heroism and
humanity of people on life-saving missions during maritime
disasters. Illustrated Chapter Books for ages 6-9: True
Rescue: The Finest Hours True Rescue: A Storm Too Soon
Young Readers Adaptations, for ages 9-14 The Finest Hours
(Young Readers Edition) A Storm Too Soon (Young Readers
Edition) Into the Blizzard (Young Readers Edition) Attacked at
Sea (Young Readers Edition)
She was created to destroy gods, but what happens when
she doesn’t live up to the wizards’ expectations? Raised in
the shadow of war, Zelia never questions why she was
different from the Elves around her. They were her kin, she
was safe here with them, and that was enough for her. That is
until the elder Wizards in The Guild came to her home with a
their vote cast upon her, they could wait no longer for her
powers to emerge. They dragged her from her home and into
the forbidden Darkan Mountains, a place where even the
Elves dare not go. Here Asenten gave her two stones and
one order, to go and prove herself. She had never used
magic, sure she could talk to the animals, but that wasn’t
something that could protect her from the Darkans. Still, they
pushed her down the path of fire and ice to a fate worse than
hell. She wakes, sleeps, and breathes in darkness, away from
prying eyes and the stars she loved so much. They force her
to spill the blood of innocents, to torture them, until she feels
she is not worthy of anything but pain for all that she has
done. But when the lives of those she cares about hangs in
the balance, she must face the wizards or risk losing what
gave her hope for all those years.
Stations of the Cross: Community Prayer Edition offers
parishes and other communities a unique and contemporary
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way to pray the Stations. It includes new prayers composed
by Fr. Timothy Radcliffe, along with excerpts from his fulllength meditations and the remarkable images that
accompanied them in the original edition of Stations of the
Cross. This profound and beautiful resource will guide the
faithful to enter more deeply into communion with the
crucified Jesus. It is ideal for parishes, parish-based
organizations, prayer groups, youth groups, school and
campus ministry programs, families, and individual faithful to
experience.
When just one happy ending is not enough... An anthology of
passionate, sensual love stories about falling in love, being in
love, and celebrating the love between women of every
age—yesterday, today, and tomorrow. Discover the passion,
the thrill, and the heartwarming satisfaction of love time and
again with the tales from today's best-selling romance writers:
Ali Vali, Cate Culpepper, Clifford Henderson, Erin Dutton,
Gabrielle Goldsby, Gill McNight, Gun Brooke, JD Glass,
Jennifer Harris, Jlee Meyer, Jove Belle, Julie Cannon, Kim
Baldwin, Larkin Rose, Lee Lynch, Lisa Girolami, Meghan
O'Brien, Merry Shannon, MJ Williamz, Nell Stark, Rachel
Spangler, and Radclyffe. Editors Stacia Seaman and
Radclyffe have edited five previous anthologies together,
including the Lambda Literary winner Erotic Interludes 2:
Stolen Moments and the Independent Publishers Gold medal
winner, Erotic Interludes 5: Road Games.
For Doctor KT O’Bannon, a near-fatal tragedy derails a
career and disrupts everything she thought she knew about
herself and her future. Battered and nearly broken, she turns
for solace to the one woman who knows her best, her exlover Doctor Tory King. Their unexpected reunion in
Provincetown uncovers old wounds, forges new bonds, and
awakens long-buried passions. While Tory’s lover Sheriff
Reese Conlon struggles to uncover a deadly drug ring and
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Officer Bri Parker navigates the torturous path between
friendship and desire, Tory and KT—and those who love
them—are forced to examine the boundaries of love,
friendship, and the ties that transcend time.
A mysterious newcomer, a reclusive doctor, and a troubled
gay teenager learn about love, friendship, and trust during
one tumultuous summer in Provincetown. Reese Conlon,
LtCol USMCR, is the new sheriff who has heads turning
amidst speculation as to who will be the first woman to
capture her attentions. Doctor Victoria King has been
betrayed by love once and refuses to risk heartbreak again.
Brianna Parker, the teenaged daughter of Reese's chief,
fears her father’s wrath when he learns that she loves
another girl. As these three women struggle to live and love in
freedom, they risk their hearts and souls to give one another
a Safe Harbor.

The lives of two women and the community that shelters
them shatter in a single night of violence. Ex-gang
member Mica Butler is running from a past that just may
kill her if she's ever caught. Paramedic and ordained
priest Flynn Edwards struggles to recover her faith in
herself and find absolution for her greatest failure. Sheriff
Reese Conlon fights to embrace the joy of new life while
a dark threat bears down on her partner, Doctor Tory
King. In one explosive night, the destines of all involved
change forever as a man with nothing to lose threatens
to take anyone in his path with him to the grave. Seventh
in the award-winning Provincetown Tales.
What do you do when your carefully planned life takes a
wrong turn into hell? When Quinn Maguire, a dashing
young trauma surgeon, unaccountably accepts a position
as an ER physician, her new boss, Honor Blake,
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suspects that Quinn is hiding a dark secret. While the
two declare an uneasy truce in an effort to work together,
both struggle with mutual, and unexpected, attraction.
Honor, however, has more than one reason to resist her
growing feelings for the attractive newcomer—not the
least of which is that her heart belongs to the woman
whose wedding ring she wears. Amidst the chaos and
drama of a busy emergency room, Quinn and Honor
must contend not only with the fragile nature of life, but
also with the mysteries of the heart and the irresistible
forces of fate.
In Beyond the Breakwater, the sequel to Safe Harbor,
Sheriff Reese Conlon and Doctor Tory King face the
challenges of personal change as they define their lives
and future together. Dr. Tory King’s pregnancy forces
her to examine her personal needs and goals while her
partner, Sheriff Reese Conlon, struggles with her
escalating anxieties over conditions she cannot control.
Twenty-year-old Brianna Parker makes a sacrifice for
love that threatens not just her happiness, but her life,
when she returns home as the newest member of the
Sheriff's department. A life-threatening accident, a
suspicious fire, and the appearance of more than one
woman vying for Bri’s attentions makes one
Provincetown summer a time of transformation as each
woman learns the true meaning of love, friendship, and
family.
Fourth in the Justice Series. The hunt for an informant in
the ranks draws Lieutenant Rebecca Frye, her lover
Doctor Catherine Rawlings, and Officer Dellon Mitchell
into a deadly game of hide and seek with an underworld
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kingpin who traffics in human souls. Newly promoted
Detective Lieutenant Rebecca Frye once again
assembles her unorthodox team of lovers and friends to
bring the hunt for a deadly informant in the police
department to justice. Aided by JT Sloan, a cyber sleuth
with a personal score to settle, Rebecca soon discovers
the conspiracy extends far beyond the police department
into the underworld of those who trade in human souls.
Pressured by her superiors, driven by the private need to
avenge her murdered partner, and determined to
succeed, she must put one officer’s life at risk and her
own heart on the line.
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